Introduction. The results of this paper are extensions of corresponding results for simple Fourier series, given by one of the authors (cf. [5 ] ) (1) . The main problem was to study the relationship between the mean modulus of a function/ (x) and series of the type^| cn\ ß,ß>0, where the c" are the Fourier coefficients of f(x). We obtain here analoguous results, employing spherical means of a function of several variables. These means were first used by Bochner [l ] in the study of summation of multiple Fourier series.
A particular result is: if a«,.. .", are the Fourier coefficients of f(xi, • • • ,x,), and / satisfies a Lipschitz condition of degree a, then 23la»i-• -»«I ß<co for /3>2/c/(«+2a), while the series may be divergent ior ß = 2k/(k+2o). For some previous results concerning the absolute convergence of double Fourier series cf. [3] . |.V|2-n n-0
We shall denote by co(t) a positive function of /, decreasing to zero as / J, 0 2. Lemmas. We give here some auxiliary theorems. Lemma 1. If Rt(n) is the number of lattice points in the sphere "Y^x^^n, then (2.1) E,(«) = 0(m"/2) ■ On''2, as n-> <*.
Actually the sharper estimate is known [cf. 2, p. 825]:
The proof follows on using the cosine series or exponential series and integrating termwise [6, pp. 47-48] .
Corollary.
For real x , , 2T(p+l) r*12 (2.3) a¿x) á-S--■-sin2" tdt = a"(0) = 1.
' MWI -r0i+l/2)r(l/2)Jo For ju = 0, (2.3) reduces to | Jo(x) | á 1, an inequality given by Hansen [6, p. 31].
Lemma 3. For any u>0 and a corresponding constant b(u)>0, b(u) <l -aß(x) <2 for x>u; moreover 
Proof. We have for rh è 1
with similar inequalities for rh<l; hence (2.5) and (2.5') are equivalent. We also have for rh ^ 1 /» n+l /• n xTkr-1u(dx-r)dx < Mr*-1w(5»-r) < I xrh-i<a(hx-r)dx, J n J n-1 hence /, tO OO -00 *,*-1co(8*~r)<** < 2 »r*_1w(3»_r) < I JCrA-1co(5arr)^*, i i »^ o with similar inequalities for rh> 1 ; the substitution xr= bt yields the equivalence of (2.5) and (2.6). This proves the lemma.
In view of (2.6), r and ¿5 are not necessarily the same in the different statements.
Corollary.
The following statements are equivalent :
This follows on putting r = l//c in (2.5), and r = l/2 in (2.5'). This proves the lemma. It follows that if (2.8) holds for some 5>0, it holds for any 5>0. Lemma 6 . Assume that for some ô>0 (2.9) and let r>0, a,^0; then the following statements are equivalent:
The equivalence of (2.10) and (2.11) follows from Lemma (2.5) in [5] ; the equivalence of (2.11) and (2.12) follows from Lemma 5. This proves Lemma 6. We shall frequently use Holder's and Minkowski's well known inequalities for multiple series and integrals (cf. Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya, Inequalities, Cambridge, 1934). 3 . A theorem on absolute convergence. We now present our main criterion for absolute convergence. E n'^-Wtfn-1'2) < oo. i Now, using (2.1), we have
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. [January Actually we can prove for ß=p' that X) Pn log n < 00 .
4. Converse theorems. We give here two theorems to be employed in subsequent sections. Now from (2.14) and Lemma 7 (which holds also for p = l) MP'<f>(X; t) = Ou(t) as / -» 0;
this proves the theorem.
Note that (4.2) means:
¿2 I tf I" I c" \P = Ora'co^Sn-1'2).
\lf\'én Theorem 3. Assume that u(t) i 0 as t i 0, and that 22 co2(2~x«ra-1'2) = Oco2(Sra-1'2) x-i as ra -» co.
TAera a necessary and sufficient condition that 
J, dx\
We now employ Lemma 9; thus from (5.5) and (5.6) Mp{u,(X; t) -u,(X)} = tO(e, -e,+i)(2'+1 + X,) = t02'(e, -e,+i).
It follows that We employ again the polynomial (5.5), where now p' = 2, and the polynomial (5.6), replacing the factor e" -e"+i by denote by gn(z) the polynomial (7.1) with q = qn, and let (7.4) Xi = 0, X"+1 = 2(qi + ■ ■ ■ + qn) -ra, ra è 1;
e", an, and w" are defined as in §6. We assume that co(/) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5 and, in case 1 <ß<2, the additional conditions (7.5) I x-^x-^dx = f T-la(r)dT < oo, J i Jo Juin view of (7.6) we have in either case Vi = Oco(52-").
To estimate Vi, we employ as in §5 the mean value theorem, and Lemma 9 for p = oo. We then get^< (Z|A,|)(Z«A,+i) and, using (7.7) and (5.2) (which is equivalent to (6.1)), Fi = 0| ff|2-w(82-).
For \H\ ^t choose ra so that 2"-1</-1á2n, then Fi = 0u(t) and F2 = 0u(t) hence t(t) = 0co(/).
We have thus proved the theorem :
Theorem 6. If the assumptions of Theorem 5 are satisfied and if 0 <ß£ 1, then there exists a continuous function F(X) with modulus of continuity f (/) < u(t), while 231 cn\ ß = °° • The same result holds for 1 </3 < 2 under the additional assumptions (7.5) and (7.6).
As an example choose co(/)=/a, 0<a<l; it is seen easily that now (6.1), (7.5), and (7.6) hold. Theorem 1" yields the convergence of 231 c^| ß whenever Mt<p = 0ta, and if ß>2K/(ic+2a).
For /3 = 2k/(k+2o;), however, there exists a continuous function whose modulus of continuity is less than /", while EM*-«-Closing remark. In a similar manner the convergence of the series 23| N\ "\cn\ ß can be discussed. The mode of procedure applies as well to Fourier integrals. We may also consider instead of the spherical mean (2.14) the more general average /P(X;/)=7/o(l--) f(X;r)r-H, Finally, if we denote the linear operator which transforms/(X) into/(Ar; f) Amf(X; t) ~ E *"(«"(< | iV | ) -l)"1 exp (iNX), m -1, 2, 3, • • • , and in Theorem 1 the assumption Mpp(X; t) =M¡AJ(X; t)=Ow(t) can be replaced by MpAmf(X; t)=Ow(t).
